
10 Golden rules of starting a 

recycling business
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Challenges
❖ Funding
❖ Equipment
❖ Bulk Bags
❖ Transport
❖Weather



Partnering with NPO 
like PETCO, TGRC and 
some others helped 
writing the success 

story
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Items 2003 2018

Buy back centres 0 12 – Across Eastern Cape

Depots 0
1 – Port Elizabeth                                  
1 – Queenstown

Qualified mechanics 0 1 

Mechanical workshop 0 Complete mechanical workshop

Engineering 0 Complete engineering workshop

Restoration 0
Complete spray paint and glass 

blasting workshop 

Timber Products 0 Complete pallet repair workshop

Successes



Items 2003 2018

Trucks 0 8

Light commercial vehicles 1 3

Forklifts 0 5

Successes



Items 2003 2018

Glass 30 tons per month 800 tons

Cardboard 0 400 tons

PET 0 120 tons

Paper 0 30 tons

Steel & Alu cans 0 10 tons

LD Plastics 0 20 tons

Pallet repairs 0 4000 to 6000

Successes



Items 2003 2018

Baling machines (Electric) 0 16

Baling machines (Petrol) 0 3

Mobile sorting plant (Petrol) 0 1

Sorting plants (MRF) 0 2

6m Containers bins 0 24

Mesh PET bins (PETCO) 0 2

Skip bins 0 28

Bottle banks 0 150

Cardboard shredder 0 1

Glass crushing plant 0 2

Paper shredding machines 0 2

Weighbridge 0 1

Crane scales 0 4

Platform scales 0 5

Successes



The future of waste management and 

recycling in South Africa as we see it

➢ At Cannibal Recycling we adopted the attitude of “Zero to 
landfill”. In order to save our planet we all need to change our 
behaviour and STOP feeding the landfill monster.

➢ Continue our efforts to ensure that communities are educated 
properly about the advantages of recycling.

➢Continue our efforts to assist smaller projects to do recycling and 
to do it in the correct manner. This we can unfortunately only 
accomplish with the continued assistance from NPO’s like PETCO 
and TGRC 



10 Tips / Rules for starting a recycling business

✓ Identify a target area for your recycling business 
✓Secure start up capital
✓Do proper research about recycling and recyclable products
✓ Find a reliable buyer or buy back centre
✓ Be prepared to work hard
✓ Keep in mind that recycling is not a get rich quick scheme
✓ Have a positive attitude, success does not happen over night
✓ Secure a steady cash flow
✓ Find out how to involve your community
✓ Find a suitable property or easy accessible location to work and                                                             
store your recyclable products


